Silence
Words by Tim van der Veer – Illustration by Luis Pinto

My consciousness can best be imagined
as a snow globe – a transparent plastic
souvenir in which white snippets whirl
as you shake. Instead of the Eiffel
Tower, the Sydney Opera House or
a winter miniature landscape, at the
heart of my globe there’s a thought.
The idea, the grand idea on which I’d like
to focus, the idea I long for so deeply…
but the storm never seems to calm down,
as if an invisible hand continues shaking the
globe, tirelessly, endlessly. Only at certain
rare moments does the snowstorm
diminish and contours appear, suggesting
what’s inside. One of those moments is
when I run and am close to exhaustion.
“Go get your enervation,” a friend cheered
at 5am, when I commenced the Maxi Race,
an 86km trail run through the mountains
around Lake Annecy in France. Ferociously
burning torches formed a red cloud from
which a garland of twinkling lights unfurled
towards the mountains – those grey giants,
untouchables, guarding silently over a vast
stain of ink. One of those lights was me,
a stray light, acutely aware of my lack of
training and, more importantly, my lack
of sleep.
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Misted boys and girls came staggering from
Annecy’s many bars, shouting at us with
swollen tongues: “Courage, courage!”
The ﬁrst kilometres went fast, too fast.
Everyone was obsessed with overtaking
everyone, before the single tracks started,
anxious not to get stuck between slower
runners. Clearly, no-one considered
himself or herself to be a slower runner,
which resulted in an absurd mass sprint
at the very start of a gruelling ultra-trail
run. I decided to take the opposite course
of action, willingly joining the back of the
garland when we entered a pitch-dark
forest at Crêt du Maure. The day hadn’t
yet started; however, temperatures were
already rising above 30°C. A tiny woman
in pretty, warm-looking winter tights ran
in front of me. I merely had to follow her:
two steps for her, one step for me.
Sommet du Semnoz: here comes the sun.
A large snow ﬁeld stretched out in front of
me, surrounded by the magniﬁcent Alps.
I am where I want to be, I am doing what
I want to do – a rare moment of existential
alignment. The number of runners had
shrunk. Dozens of people were giving up
already. I was just waking up and cautiously

but gradually accelerated my pace as I hit
a long, narrow single track towards the lake.
Col de la Cochette: a long, steep, stonestudded descent. I landed at full speed on
a rock, heard something cracking, damn,
clearly not the stone. I ran on, suppressing
the pain, hoping for the best, praying.
Quitting was not an option.
Doussard: after more than seven hours
and 45km I crossed a grass ﬁeld near
checkpoint two, cheered on by groups of
bathers in swimming kit, sauntering to the
nearby lake with their towels under their
arms. Every part of my body trembled
with heat. I put my head under the tap for
10 full minutes. Drinking, eating, scraping
together all my remaining courage to get
up and continue running. With only a few
other runners left around me, I climbed
on, up, up, up, to cooler places, to the
views over the mountains and the lake,
that sparkling plate of silver deep below.
Fifteen hours after the start at Annecy,
I found myself lying in a forest against the
slopes of the Col des Sauts. I thought
of the man who wanted to swim across
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